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WHAT’S HOT
The latest trends, design news and shopping

THE FUTURE
IS BRIGHT
Being a switched-on shopper 
means taking eco credentials 
into consideration – and these 
beautiful pieces are good for  
your home and the environment
A champion of British manufacture and design, 
Flock is also committed to digitally printing  
its fabrics, a process that uses less cloth  
and reduces the amount of water waste. Our 
favourite pick for spring is this yellow and grey 
Tape fabric, £70/m, designed by Amy Pegler. 
Shake off any preconceptions about Linoleum,  
it’s one of the most environmentally clean  
surface materials, with Laura-Jane Atkinson’s 
cleverly designed Lino Lab collection of stylish 
home accessories. The Lin pendants are £210 
each and guaranteed to make you smile >
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1 Undercover Living blends the finest-quality cotton with botanical yarn Tencel 
for the Jane duvet set, £150 for a double 2 Nove Lighting’s Marbled table 
light, £160, is crafted from sustainably hand-harvested cork in Portugal  
3 This wool throw, £104.99 from Urban Collective, is made from recycled 
materials and uses less chemicals, energy and water in the process  
4 Kalinko’s Zomi vase, £30, is handblown in a workshop in Myanmar  
from recycled glass 5 Makaua has collaborated with artisans in Mexico  
to create Fairtrade and sustainable homewares for The Conran Shop, 

including this basket, £22 6 Tim Walker Studio has made these bowls, 
£125 each, from recycled construction waste 7 Sustainably produced, 
this Indigo Shibori cushion cover from Ecosophy is £75 8 Textile studio 
Pamela Print’s Ixelles cushion, £155, is handwoven using sustainable, 
pure British wool 9 The soft Gooseberry chenille rug, from £65 at Weaver 
Green, is woven with fibre made from plastic bottles 10 Handcrafted 
utensils made from sustainable coconut wood, from £1.50, Nom Living 
FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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